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Preface

This fifth edition of Global Arbitration Review’s *Damages in International Arbitration Guide* builds on the successful reception of the earlier editions. As explained in the Introduction, this book is designed to help all participants in the international arbitration community understand damages issues more clearly and to communicate those issues more effectively to tribunals to further the common objective of assisting arbitrators in rendering more accurate and well-reasoned awards on damages.

The book is a work in progress, with new and updated material being added to each successive edition. In particular, this fifth edition incorporates updated chapters from various authors and contributions from new authors. This edition seeks to improve the presentation of the substance through the use of visuals such as charts, graphs, tables and diagrams; worked-out examples and case studies to explain how the principles discussed apply in practice; and flow charts and checklists setting out the steps in the analyses or the quantitative models. The authors have also been encouraged to make available online additional resources, such as spreadsheets, detailed calculations, additional worked examples or case studies, and other materials.

We hope this revised edition advances the objective of the earlier editions to make the subject of damages in international arbitration more understandable and less intimidating for arbitrators and other participants in the field, and to help participants present these issues more effectively to tribunals. We continue to welcome comments from readers on how the next edition might be further improved.

**John A Trenor**  
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP  
November 2022
Introduction

John A Trenor

There are three types of arbitrators: those who understand numbers and those who don't.

This old joke, adapted to the international arbitration community and repeated at conferences, typically receives nervous laughter from parties, counsel and experts who may have experienced innumeracy at first hand on the part of a tribunal. Yet this innumeracy is by no means limited to those who serve as arbitrators; the joke could equally be applied to those who appear as counsel and to other participants in the international arbitration community.

This book is aimed at everyone who gets the joke, whether they profess to understand numbers or not. The objective of the Damages in International Arbitration Guide is to help all participants in the international arbitration community – from the arbitrators to the parties to counsel and experts – understand damages issues more clearly and communicate those issues more effectively to tribunals to further the common objective of assisting arbitrators in rendering more accurate and well-reasoned awards on damages.

In the vast majority of international arbitrations, one or more parties seek damages. As such, damages are a critical component of most cases. A tribunal that misunderstands the relevant damages issues does not render justice to the parties. An award that effectively resolves the scope of liability but misunderstands, misapplies or miscalculates damages does not put the aggrieved party back in the position it would have been in if the wrongful act had not occurred. An award that seemingly takes a Solomonic approach by ‘splitting the baby’ or does

---

1 John A Trenor is a partner at Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP.
not adequately explain the decision on damages does not typically satisfy either party and does not contribute to a favourable reputation for the arbitrators who issued the award.

Parties, and their counsel and experts, express frustration with awards that offer little reasoning on damages or, worse yet, faulty reasoning or errors in principle or calculation. Arbitrators express frustration with counsel and experts who struggle to communicate often complex damages issues clearly and effectively. Counsel and experts express frustration with each other on how best to present damages cases to tribunals that may lack quantitative backgrounds.

The idea for this book arose from discussions among members of the Global Arbitration Review editorial board, who have heard these frustrations being voiced and identified a void in the market for a guide to damages in international arbitration. This book draws on the insights of leading lawyers, experts and academics in the field to produce a work that will be a valuable desk-top reference tool for arbitrators, parties, and their advisers and counsel, when approaching damages issues in international arbitration.

This book is not intended to provide a comprehensive answer to every question. Frequently, the answer depends on the context – on the contract or treaty language, the applicable law, the arbitration agreement or rules, the facts of the case, etc. Indeed, on some issues addressed in this book, the authors (and the editor) no doubt disagree. Participation in this book is not meant to convey endorsement of the views expressed by others. However, the objective of this book, and indeed the objective of resolving disputes between parties regarding damages, is to understand better why they disagree. Is the disagreement based on differing views on what the contract, treaty or applicable law requires? Is it based on differing assumptions of the parties and their experts? Is it based on differing views of the appropriate methodology to assess and quantify damages? Or is it based on different quantitative models?

The aim of this book is to make the subject of damages in international arbitration more understandable and less intimidating for arbitrators and other participants in the field, and to help participants present these issues more effectively to tribunals. The chapters address key issues regarding various aspects of damages, identify areas of general agreement and disagreement, provide checklists and tips, and describe effective approaches to presenting and resolving damages issues. With a firm understanding of the underlying issues and the reason why the parties disagree, the arbitrators can make informed judgements on how to resolve those differences.
The book is divided into four parts.

Part I addresses various legal principles applicable to the award of damages. The chapters in this part include overviews of the civil and common law approaches to both compensatory and non-compensatory damages, and cover damages principles under the Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, contractual limitations on damages, principles for reducing damages, such as mitigation, and damages principles in investment arbitration. The authors of these chapters are counsel from leading international arbitration firms and legal academics.

Part II addresses various procedural issues regarding damages and the use of damages experts, including bifurcation, evidentiary issues such as document disclosure, and techniques and approaches to maximise the effectiveness of expert assistance on damages. The authors of these chapters are also counsel from leading international arbitration firms.

Part III addresses various approaches and methods for the assessment and quantification of damages. It includes an overview of damages and accounting basics, quantifying damages for breach of contract, the income approach (discounted cash flow methodology) and determining the weighted average cost of capital, the market approach (comparables), the asset-based approach, taxation and currency issues, interest, costs, and the use of econometric and statistical analysis. The authors of these chapters are experts from leading expert practices, and economic and financial academics.

Part IV addresses damages issues specific to certain industries or those that cut across multiple industries. These chapters include overviews of damages issues in energy and natural resources arbitrations, construction arbitrations, life sciences arbitrations, mergers and acquisitions and shareholder arbitrations and intellectual property arbitrations. The authors are again experts from leading expert practices and counsel from leading international arbitration firms.

In addition to the hard copy version of this book, the content is also available on the Global Arbitration Review website, with additional online materials identified by the authors. Online access is available to subscribers at www.globalarbitrationreview.com/insight/guides.

Many individuals have contributed to making this book a success and deserve thanks. First and foremost, the authors of the chapters have shared in the vision of helping participants in the international arbitration community understand damages issues better. Their valuable contributions help to achieve this goal.

The professional team at Global Arbitration Review and its publisher, Law Business Research, have worked tirelessly at all stages of the process, from conception of the idea, through the editorial process, to publication.
This book would also not have been possible without the ideas and support of numerous current and former colleagues at Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP.

Global Arbitration Review’s *Damages in International Arbitration Guide* will continue to be updated in future editions. Contributing authors will be encouraged to update existing chapters and new authors will be invited to contribute additional chapters. If readers wish to see further topics included or existing topics addressed in more detail, please bring them to my attention or to the attention of Global Arbitration Review. We also welcome comments from readers on how the next edition might be improved.

I share the hope of Global Arbitration Review that this book and future editions will form a valuable contribution to the field of international arbitration and that, in the future, the joke that there are three types of arbitrators (or counsel, or others) – those who understand numbers and those who don’t – no longer resonates.
Part III

Approaches and Methods for the Assessment and Quantification of Damages
CHAPTER 11
Assessing Damages for Breach of Contract

Karthik Balisagar and Tim Battrick

Introduction
Contracting parties usually expect to obtain an economic benefit from the contracts they enter. When those contracts are breached, the remedy claimed often (but not always) takes the form of compensatory damages. One common measure of compensatory damages is ‘expectation damages’, which aim to put the claimant, so far as money can do it, back in the position in which it would have been had the contract been performed.3

Expectation damages can be calculated by comparing:
• the financial position that the claimant would have been in absent any breach (i.e., if the respondent had performed the contract) (the ‘but-for position’); and
• the financial position the claimant is actually in given the effects of the breach (the ‘actual position’).

Financial experts often carry out a significant amount of work to construct these two sets of circumstances. Before an expert performs this work, certain steps must be taken in coordination with the legal team to identify the analysis to be performed.

---

1 Karthik Balisagar is a senior managing director and Tim Battrick is a managing director at FTI Consulting LLP. The authors thank Marco Shek, a senior director at FTI Consulting, for his assistance in the preparation of this chapter.

2 Other remedies include specific performance and non-compensatory damages such as restitutionary damages, nominal damages, exemplary damages and liquidated damages.

3 Under English law, this principle is set out in Robinson v Harmen (1848) 1 Exch. 850 (154 E.R. 363), at 855: ‘The rule of the common law is, that where a party sustains a loss by reason of a breach of contract, he is, so far as money can do it, to be placed in the same situation, with respect to damages, as if the contract had been performed’. 
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In this chapter, we discuss some common issues that financial experts, lawyers and tribunals may need to consider when assessing compensatory damages:

- the importance of establishing causation in assessing damages;
- the limit to damages based on the foreseeability principle;
- the date of assessment and use of hindsight;
- the period over which the loss should be assessed and the relevance of mitigation;
- implementation of the loss calculation;
- dealing with uncertainty in financial information; and
- one alternative measure of loss: reliance damages.

We refer to our own experience in disputes and to publicly available decisions in litigation and arbitration cases to illustrate these issues. Given the confidential nature of arbitration awards, many of our examples are drawn from litigation, in particular English litigation. In our practical experience, as financial experts who are not lawyers, different legal systems or jurisdictions can have much in common when it comes to measuring compensation, despite using different terminology. That said, the devil can be in the detail of the differences that do exist, and different approaches in law pertaining to, for example, the effects of uncertainty or the burden or standard of proof, can have significant consequences in some cases on possible outcomes for claimants and respondents. It is vital that financial and other experts involved in claims for compensation for breach of contract seek, and obtain, appropriate instruction on factors that depend on questions of law. It may also be important to understand any effects of terms in the contract relevant to the assessment of damages, such as limitations on damages.

To illustrate our discussion, we sometimes refer to the following hypothetical example.

An investor engages a construction company to build a hotel. The hotel is not built to the agreed specification and, when open and operated, is significantly less profitable than the investor had expected it to be. The investor claims the construction company breached its contract. When quantifying the investor's loss, the financial experts and lawyers will have to ask the following questions:

- Did the contractor's failure to stick to the agreed specification cause the investor to suffer any losses at all?
- Were profits lower than expected solely because of the actions of the construction company or as a result of other factors, such as an overly ambitious forecast or an unexpected decline in tourism in the region?
• Did the claimant take any responsive measures to reduce its loss, such as remedial works or a change in pricing strategy?
• Is the contractor liable for the loss of profits resulting from the hotel being denied a specific business opportunity of which the contractor was unaware?

Causation
In our hotel example, the breach of contract might be easily observable and proven, but the investor will still need to demonstrate a causal link between the breach and the losses it has suffered. If the defect resulted in poor ventilation, this may result in poor reviews and fewer guests; however, if the defect meant that the aesthetics of the building were changed in an unnoticeable manner, the breach may not have resulted in any loss. Establishing causation is an important step in assessing damages in many breach of contract claims. The relevant standard of causation depends on the applicable law. Businesses operate in complex environments and their financial performance is affected by multiple factors, so isolating the effect of the alleged breach will not always be straightforward.

One example of a case in which the court found that a breach did not result in any loss to the claimant is Marathon Asset Management LLP v. Seddon. Two former employees of the claimant had breached their contractual duties by taking confidential information, but the court awarded only nominal damages of £2 because the employees' actions had not caused their former employer any financial loss.4

If the relevant causation is not proven to the requisite standard then any quantification of damages may be irrelevant to the outcome of the dispute. Extreme instances of this are akin to the proverbial loss of a battle ‘for want of a nail’. In these cases, the loss claimed may be too remote to be recoverable.

Foreseeability
The law in many jurisdictions limits damages for breach of contract to losses that could be reasonably foreseen. This principle of foreseeability may be relevant when damages flowing from the breach are associated with very specific circumstances of the parties. Suppose the hotel in our example lost the opportunity to host an unusually profitable fashion show (which was not contemplated by either the investor or the contractor when the contract was made) as a result of its exhibition halls not being built to the specified dimension. Is the construction company liable for such a loss of opportunity?

Depending on the applicable law, different tests of foreseeability may apply to determine whether such loss of opportunity is recoverable. Financial experts should understand from their instructing counsel whether particular circumstances of the claimant should be considered when assessing damages. In the example above, whether the loss of opportunity should be considered may depend on whether the respondent had knowledge of such opportunities (or could reasonably foresee such losses arising from the breach).

Date of assessment and use of hindsight

The correct date of assessment is a legal issue that may depend on the facts of the case. In our experience, the appropriate date of assessment is one of the first and most important issues that financial experts should discuss with their instructing counsel when constructing the actual and but-for positions. The date of assessment determines the information that should have been known and reasonably knowable by the parties with respect to both the subject company (such as financial forecasts based on contemporaneous business information) and wider market conditions (such as expectations of future commodity prices, interest rates, etc.)

The date of assessment can have a significant effect on the amount of damages assessed. Various legal considerations affect this decision. For example, in investment treaty disputes, differences between lawful or unlawful expropriation of assets may be an important legal consideration when considering the appropriate date of assessment. Consider Yukos v. Russia. In this case, the tribunal found that the appropriate date of assessment should be either the date of expropriation (December 2004) or the date of the award (which it deemed to be 30 June 2014) and that the claimant should be entitled to the higher of the valuations at the two dates. The choice of the date of assessment was found to affect the amount of damages by a factor of three.\(^5\) There have been events in recent years that have also had a very significant effect on the value of some assets but within considerably shorter spaces of time than this, such as the covid-19 pandemic and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

---

\(^5\) Based on the tribunal’s calculation, damages assessed at 19 December 2004 were US$21.988 billion, whereas damages assessed at 30 June 2014 were US$66.694 billion. Yukos Universal Limited (Isle of Man) v. The Russian Federation, PCA Case No. AA 227, Final Award dated 18 July 2014, at 1763–69 and 1819–26.
In breach of contract claims, a general starting point is that damages are assessed as at the date of breach.\(^6\) However, this is not a strict rule, and courts and tribunals have taken into account subsequent events when they deem it appropriate to do so. In the case of *Golden Victory*, the date of assessment was a key matter because a war broke out after the repudiation of the contract. The court took this subsequent information into account as it found it ‘necessary or just to do so in order to give effect to the compensatory principle’.\(^7\)

It may be difficult sometimes to identify a single date of breach. In our hotel example, construction may have taken place over multiple years and it is possible that a series of breaches took place on multiple dates. In other situations, it may be difficult to assess losses reliably given the information set available to the parties at the date of the breach and the great uncertainty at the time of the breach of its effects.

Losses up to the date of assessment are considered past losses and any losses beyond that date are considered ‘future losses’. A discounted cash flow approach is often applied to calculate the present value of future losses using an appropriate discount rate. Further, pre-award interest may be applied to past losses and losses assessed on a past date, up to the date of award. The two diagrams below illustrate the different mechanics of discounting and interest calculations when assessing lost profits at two different dates of assessment, with the simplistic assumption that no external factors materially affected the actual and but-for positions between the two dates. However, in reality, the relevant information sets available on these two dates may differ significantly, for example because of significant movements in commodity prices or a global pandemic. These are all reasons why the appropriate date of assessment is one of the first and most important issues that financial experts should discuss with their instructing counsel when constructing the actual and but-for positions.

---


Period of loss and mitigation

Depending on the effects of the breach, the period of loss may be disputed by the parties. Take an example in which a licensee of a luxury retail brand breaches the terms of the licensing agreement by selling goods below an agreed sales price. The experts have been asked to assess the loss that the claimant (the licensor) suffered as a result of the respondent’s actions, which tarnished the claimant’s reputation as a luxury brand. A key question will be the period of loss, which may depend on the time needed for the claimant to ‘rebuild’ its brand.
In many cases, the injured party will not be compensated for losses that it could have avoided by taking reasonable steps in mitigation. It is sometimes reasonable to assume that, after a certain period, the performance of the injured party will recover to what it would have been in the absence of any breach, as a result of the mitigating actions. In our hotel example, the hotel may be able to generate the same profits as if it had been constructed to different specifications as soon as appropriate remedial works have been completed. Alternatively, the effect of the breach will persist indefinitely.

As an aside, the remedial costs required (or spent) to cure the breach may sometimes be relevant in assessing the losses suffered by the claimant. Taking our hotel example, if the only effect of the breach was to cause remedial costs of US$1 million to be incurred to reconstruct the hotel to the contracted specification, then this sum may reflect the amount of the claimant’s loss. Whether this is an appropriate measure of damages will depend on the facts and appropriate law. In *Ruxley Electronics & Construction Ltd v. Forsyth*, Forsyth claimed costs to rebuild a swimming pool that was shallower than specified. The House of Lords found that, as the pool was safe to dive into, the cost of cure was not proportionate to the loss in value. It awarded a small sum of damages to cover the claimant’s reduction in amenity. The law may take a different approach to this situation in different jurisdictions.

In rare instances, the act of mitigation may eliminate entirely any loss suffered. In *British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co Ltd v. Underground Electric Rlys Co of London Ltd*, the claimant purchased steam turbines from the defendant, which were found to be defective, and sought damages to recover the cost of substitute turbines. The House of Lords held that the savings from the more effective substitutes that the claimant bought exceeded their costs, so the claimant recovered nothing under this head.

### Implementing the loss calculation

When performing a loss assessment, it is not necessary to consider explicitly all aspects of the actual and but-for positions. If aspects of the claimant’s financial position are identical in these two positions, these aspects will cancel out when the actual and but-for scenarios are compared. As an example, if the hotel owner

---


in our example also has hotels in other countries whose performance has not been affected by the events surrounding the one hotel in question, then these properties need not be considered explicitly in any loss calculation.

If the breach has an isolated effect on a single aspect of the business’s performance, then the loss can be calculated by examining this incremental effect of the breach on the business’s performance. If the breach has a more extensive effect on different aspects of the claimant’s business, it may be preferable to calculate the actual and but-for positions explicitly and only then to calculate the loss as the difference between the two. This ensures clarity on the expert’s view of the effect of the breach on the claimant’s individual revenue and cost streams, which could be affected by the breach to different extents and in differing ways across time. By way of example, the authors have seen claims that identify the revenues that the claimant has lost as a result of the breach but are silent on the effect (if any) of the breach on the claimant’s costs. These types of calculations will often result in an incorrect estimate of the loss amount.

**Dealing with uncertainty in financial information**

There is necessarily a degree of uncertainty in estimating the but-for position because it represents a hypothetical situation. There is often also uncertainty associated with the future element of the actual position.

One factor affecting the reliability of a loss assessment is the amount of relevant information available. The authors have advised on cases in which the information available has been limited by factors that one of the parties has argued have been outside its control. These include the loss of documents because of war, water damage, fire and the passage of time. The parties in these cases disagree on whether the weight to be placed on the quantum analysis was affected by the availability of the information.

To assist them in developing financial projections, financial experts may seek to understand the markets in which the relevant business operates (sometimes with the aid of an industry expert), to review contemporaneous indications of expectations, and to apply cross-checks to their assumptions and conclusions. Financial experts often make use of business plans and forecasts made by the parties as starting points when assessing financial performance in the but-for position. The parties may disagree, however, on whether a given forecast presents a balanced view of the prospects of the business. This is particularly likely to be the case when the forecast anticipates a marked change in the business’s historical performance, or when the forecast performance relies on factors outside the control of the parties.
To reflect the uncertainty in their assessment, experts may present multiple scenarios for the but-for position or conclude on a range of loss figures. As we explain below, parties and tribunals sometimes consider the assessment of reliance damages when it is not possible to present a well-supported assessment of expectation damages owing to the uncertainties involved.

**Reliance damages (wasted costs)**

Reliance damages are another form of compensatory relief. Reliance damages are assessed based on the costs wasted by the claimant in reliance on the contract. In effect, reliance damages return the claimant to the position it would have been in had the contract never been made.

Owing to the difference in the premise of the but-for position, reliance damages are a strict alternative to expectation damages. Parties should be mindful not to ‘double count’ wasted costs in claims for expectation damages. As put by the tribunal in *Himpurna v. Indonesia*: ‘To ask for the full amount of the future revenue stream [expectation damages] when also claiming recoupment of all investments [reliance damages] is wanting to have your cake and eat it too.’

If claimants cannot present a well-supported assessment of their expectation losses (for instance, because the business has little track record or an unproven business model), they may claim as an alternative for reliance damages. In many circumstances, the expected benefit to the claimant of performing the contract will be at least as great as the costs incurred in reliance on the contract. This is because a claimant will not typically have entered a contract unless it expected to profit from doing so. If that is no longer the case by the time of the breach, the claimant may be prohibited (as a matter of law) from making a claim for wasted costs.

If a claimant seeks reliance damages, key questions for the expert and legal team can include the following:

- Is it possible to isolate those costs incurred in reliance on the contract rather than relating to other activities?
- What accounting evidence is required to confirm that a cost has been incurred? Is it sufficient to reconcile costs to an accounting system or is it necessary to trace costs back to bank statements and cash outgoings?

---

10 *Himpurna California Energy Ltd v. PT (Persero) Perusahaan Listruik Negara*, Final Award, dated 4 May 1999, at [242].

11 *Metalclad Corporation v. The United Mexican States*, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1, Award dated 30 August 2000, at 119–22.
• Were the costs incurred excessive?
• Is there any evidence to suggest that the claimant would not have (at least) recovered all its costs if the contract was performed?
• Has the claimant received any benefit as a result of its expenditure? As an example, the costs claimed may include the cost of acquiring an asset that could be sold. Should credit be given for this benefit?

Conclusions
Every case will have specific circumstances and the issues for the expert and legal team to address will be informed by the facts and the relevant law. We have covered a series of questions that legal teams may need to consider with their experts when quantifying the damages in a breach of contract case. We also offer a flowchart below that may provide a starting point (but not an exhaustive list) when quantifying a claim for damages.
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